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Abstract
We explain the imbalance of the flavor mixing angles between the quark and the
lepton sectors in the context of the SU(5) GUT with the see-saw mechanism. The
quark masses and the CKM matrix elements are obtained by using, respectively,
the Fritzsch and Branco−Silva-Marcos form for the up- and down-quark Yukawa
matrices (yu and yd) at the GUT scale. The charged-lepton Yukawa matrix (ye)
is the transpose of yd, modified by the Georgi-Jarlskog factor. We show that the
neutrino masses and mixing angles suggested by the recent solar and atmospheric
neutrinos are then obtained from a simple texture of the neutrino Yukawa matrix
(yν) and a diagonal right-handed Majorana mass matrix at the GUT scale.
PACS: 14.60.Pq, 12.10.Kt, 12.15.Ff.
1 Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) is a successful theory. Current high energy experiments are
explained within the SM. However, the SM cannot predict fermion masses and their flavor
mixing. It is generally expected that there is a more fundamental theory which gives
the SM as its low-energy effective theory. The grand unified theory (GUT) is among the
candidates of a more fundamental theory. It is also believed that fermion masses and flavor
mixings are the keys to open the door to new physics beyond the SM.
Recent neutrino experiments [1]-[9] have provided evidences that there are neutrino
masses and their flavor mixings. According to the atmospheric-neutrino observation [6]-
[9], the lepton-flavor-mixing matrix, which we call the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (MNS) [10]
matrix, has a large mixing angle sin2 2θ23 ≃ 1, where θ23 is the mixing angle between the
second and the third generations. This is in a clear contrast with the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) [11] quark-flavor-mixing matrix which does not exhibit such large mixings.
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In particular, |Vcb| is smaller than |Vus|. The mixing angle between the second and the third
generation is O(1) in the lepton sector, whereas it is O(10−2) in the quark sector. This
imbalance may be a clue to obtain the theory of flavor. Many attempts have been made
to explain this imbalance [12]-[14].
In the SU(5) GUT [15, 16], the Yukawa matrix of the charged leptons (ye) is related
to that of the down-type quarks (yd). As a consequence, there are mass relations between
the charged leptons and the down-type quarks at low energies. The b-quark τ -lepton mass
ratio has been reproduced in the original SU(5) model [15, 17] and in its supersymmetric
version [16, 18]. A Yukawa matrix model which reproduces all the mass ratios between the
down-type quarks and the charged leptons has also been found within the SU(5) model
[19]. However, the imbalance between the quark-flavor-mixing matrix and the lepton-
flavor-mixing matrix has not been understood within the SU(5) theory.
In this article, we study the possibility of naturally deriving the large flavor-mixing angle
in the lepton sector by using suitable Yukawa matrices within the SU(5) GUT scheme. In
particular, we examine the Fritzsch − Branco − Silva-Marcos (F-BS) type Yukawa matrices
[20]-[22]. Texture of these matrices have generic forms within the SU(5) GUT. It has been
known [22] that the Yukawa matrices with the F-BS texture at the GUT scale reproduce
well the observed quark masses and the CKM matrix elements. If we adopt the see-saw
mechanism [23] as a natural explanation of the tiny neutrino masses, we should discuss the
neutrino Yukawa matrix (yν) and the heavy right-handed Majorana neutrino mass matrix
(MR), in addition to the up-quark (yu), down-quark (yd) and charged-lepton (ye) Yukawa
matrices. The elements of the Yukawa matrices, yu and yd are constrained by the known
quark masses and the CKM matrix elements, and those of ye is related to yd in the SU(5)
theory. Without loosing generality we can take a basis where the Majorana mass matrix
MR is diagonal. The yν elements are then constrained by the observed neutrino mass-
squared differences. In our analysis, we assume that the neutrinos have mass hierarchies,
m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3, so that each mi is constrained by the neutrino oscillation data. The MNS
matrix elements can then be calculated by assuming the texture of yν at the GUT scale.
With very simple textures of yν, the diagonal form and Fritzsch form, we find consistent
the MNS matrix elements at the weak scale, |Ue2| is found to be very small for the diagonal
yν, whereas |Uµ3| ∼ 0.7, |Ue3| < 0.2. |Ue2| is large when yν has the Fritzsch form. Both
cases are consistent with the atmospheric neutrino-oscillation experiment and also with
the solar-neutrino experiments, each corresponding to the small- and large-angle solution,
respectively. We cannot explain the LSND experiment [24].
We are able to calculate the Jarlskog parameter of the lepton sector (JMNS), because
this parameter is related to that of the CKM matrix (JCKM) at the GUT scale. In general,
JMNS does not depend on the two additional Majorana phases of the MNS matrix. We find
that JMNS and the magnitudes of the MNS matrix elements are sensitive to the y
ν texture
at the GUT scale.
This article is organized as follows. In section 2, we give the definition and parameteri-
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zation of the MNS lepton-flavor-mixing matrix. In section 3, we review recent experiments
and show allowed regions of the MNS matrix elements and the neutrino mass differences.
In section 4, we discuss properties of the renormalization group equations (RGE) for the
MNS matrix elements and the dimension-five Majorana-mass operator. In section 5, we
show the F-BS type Yukawa matrices at the GUT scale and discuss their properties. In
section 6, we analyze the neutrino masses and the MNS matrix numerically by using the
1-loop RGE of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM). First, we study the
case where the texture of yν is diagonal, and examine the sensitivity of the results to MR,
the right-handed neutrino decoupling scale. Next, we study the case where yν has the
Fritzsch form by setting MR at the intermediate scale, 3× 1014 GeV. In section 7, we give
summary and discussions.
2 The Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata Matrix from the See-
Saw Mechanism
The Yukawa Lagrangian of leptons above the right-handed neutrino decoupling scale (MR)
is1,
Lhighyukawa = yeijφdLi · ecRj +
1
2
(
yνijφuLi · νcRj + yνjiφuνcRi · Lj +MRijνcRi · νcRj
)
+ h.c. ,
(2.1)
where yαij(α = ν, e) are the Yukawa matrix elements of the neutrino and the charged lepton.
φu and φd are the SU(2)L doublet Higgs bosons that give Dirac masses to the up-type and
the down-type fermions, respectively. Li is the i-th generation SU(2)L doublet lepton. The
SU(2)L invariants are
φdLi =

 φ0d
φ−d



 νLi
lLi

 = φ0dlLi − φ−d νLi ,
φuLi =

 φ+u
φ0u



 νLi
lLi

 = φ+u lLi − φ0uνLi . (2.2)
νRi and eRi are the i-th generation right-handed neutrino and charged lepton, respectively.
Majorana mass matrixMRij is complex and symmetric. When the right-handed neutrinos
1 Throughout this article, we use the spinor notation where the dot product denotes the scalar product
of two left-handed Weyl spinors: ξ · η = ξαǫαβηβ = η · ξ with ǫ12 = 1. In terms of the 4-component Dirac
or Majorana notation, one finds L · ecR = eRL, L · νcR = νcR · L = NL, νcR · νcR = NPLN , where ψ = ψ†γ0,
ψc = Cψ
T
, PL = (1− γ5)/2, and N = N c = (νcR, νR)T is the 4-component Majorana representation of the
right-handed neutrino.
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νRi are integrated out at the scale MR, the effective Lagrangian becomes
Llowyukawa = yeijφdLi · ecRj −
1
2
κij(φuLi) · (φuLj) + h.c. , (2.3)
with
κ = yνMR−1yνT . (2.4)
The charged-lepton and neutrino mass-matrices are obtained as
M∗e = −ye〈φ0d〉 , M∗ν = κ
(
〈φ0u〉
)2
. (2.5)
The lepton mass terms can be expressed as
Lmass = − (Me)∗ij lLi · ecRj −
1
2
(Mν)
∗
ij νLi · νLj + h.c.
= − (Me)∗ij lRj lLi −
1
2
(Mν)
∗
ij nRinLj + h.c.
= −lLMelR − lRM †e lL −
1
2
(
nLMνnR + nRM
†
νnL
)
, (2.6)
where we introduce the 4-component Majorana field for the light neutrinos, ni ≡ (νLi, νcLi)T .
Me is a general complex matrix, whereas Mν is a symmetric complex matrix in the gener-
ation space.
We give the definition and useful parameterization of the 3× 3 Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
(MNS) lepton-flavor-mixing matrix [10]. The MNS matrix is defined analogously to the
CKM matrix [11, 25], in terms of the unitary matrices Ue and Uν that transform the
mass-eigenstates into the weak-current eigenstates:


lL1
lL2
lL2

 = Ue


eL
µL
τL

 ,


νL1
νL2
νL3

 = Uν


ν1
ν2
ν3

 . (2.7)
That is, these unitary matrices diagonalize the charged-lepton mass-matrix squared
U †eMeM
†
eUe = diag.(m
2
e, m
2
µ, m
2
τ ) , (2.8)
and the Majorana-neutrino mass-matrix
UTν M
†
νUν = diag.(m1, m2, m3) , (2.9)
where 0 ≤ m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3. The MNS matrix is then defined as:
(VMNS)αi ≡
(
U †eUν
)
αi
, να =
3∑
i=1
(VMNS)αi νi , (2.10)
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where α and i label the neutrino flavors (α = e, µ, τ) and the mass eigenstates (i = 1, 2, 3).
In terms of the flavor-state να (α = e, µ, τ), the leptonic charged-current interactions take
the flavor-diagonal form
LCC = − g√
2
W−µ
∑
l=e,µ,τ
lLγ
µνl + h.c. . (2.11)
The 3× 3 MNS matrix has three mixing angles and three phases in general. We adopt
the following parameterization
VMNS =


Ue1 Ue2 Ue3
Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3
Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3




1 0 0
0 eiϕ2 0
0 0 eiϕ3

 , (2.12)
where the two Majorana phases, ϕ2 and ϕ3, are given explicitly. The remaining matrix
U , which has three mixing angles and one phase, can be parameterized the same way as
the CKM matrix. Because the present neutrino oscillation experiments constrain directly
the elements, Ue2, Ue3, and Uµ3, we find it most convenient to adopt the parameterization
[26, 27] where we take these three matrix elements in the upper-right corner of the matrix
as the independent parameters. Without losing generality, we can take Ue2 and Uµ3 to be
real and non-negative. By allowing Ue3 to have a complex phase, Ue3 = |Ue3|eiδMNS , the
number of the independent parameters is four. All the other matrix elements are them
determined by the unitary conditions:
Ue1 =
√
1− |Ue3|2 − |Ue2|2 , (2.13a)
Uτ3 =
√
1− |Ue3|2 − |Uµ3|2 , (2.13b)
Uµ1 = −Ue2Uτ3 + Uµ3Ue1U
∗
e3
1− |Ue3|2 , (2.13c)
Uµ2 =
Ue1Uτ3 − Uµ3Ue2U∗e3
1− |Ue3|2 , (2.13d)
Uτ1 =
Ue2Uµ3 − Uτ3Ue1U∗e3
1− |Ue3|2 , (2.13e)
Uτ2 = −Uµ3Ue1 + Ue2Uτ3U
∗
e3
1− |Ue3|2 . (2.13f)
In this parameterization, Ue1, Ue2, Uµ3, and Uτ3 are real and non-negative numbers, and
the other elements are complex numbers. In particular, we note
|(VMNS)e2| = Ue2 ,
∣∣∣(VMNS)µ3
∣∣∣ = Uµ3. (2.14)
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The two Majorana phases ϕ2 and ϕ3 do not contribute to the Jarlskog parameter [28] of
the MNS matrix:
JMNS = Im (Ve1V
∗
τ1Vτ3V
∗
e3)
= Im (Ue1U
∗
τ1Uτ3U
∗
e3)
=
Ue1Ue2Uµ3Uτ3
1− |Ue3|2
Im (Ue3) , (2.15)
where Im (Ue3) = |Ue3| sin (δMNS).
3 Experimental constraints
In this section we review briefly the experimental constraints on the neutrino masses and
the MNS matrix elements under the assumptions of the three neutrino flavors and the mass
hierarchy m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3.
3.1 Constraints on the MNS matrix elements
The survival and transition probabilities of the neutrino oscillation in the vacuum take the
following simple form [29],
Pνα→νβ = 4 |Uα3|
2 |Uβ3|2 sin2
(
m23 −m22
4E
L
)
, (3.1)
Pνα→να = 1− 4 |Uα3|2
(
1− |Uα3|2
)
sin2
(
m23 −m22
4E
L
)
, (3.2)
when the following condition is satisfied2:
m22 −m21
2E
L≪ 1 ∼ m
2
3 −m22
2E
L . (3.3)
On the other hand, the probabilities take the following form,
Pνα→νβ = 2|Uα3|2|Uβ3|2
−
[
4Re(Uα1U
∗
β1Uβ2U
∗
α2) sin
2
(
m22 −m21
4E
L
)
+ 2JMNS sin
2
(
m22 −m21
2E
L
)]
,
(3.4)
Pνα→να = 1− 2|Uα3|2
(
1− |Uα3|2
)
− 4|Uα1|2|Uα2|2 sin2
(
δm212
4E
L
)
. (3.5)
2See Appendix A for more details.
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when the following conditions are satisfied:
m22 −m21
2E
L ∼ 1≪ m
2
3 −m22
2E
L . (3.6)
Below, we obtain constraints on the neutrino mass differences and the MNS matrix elements
from the recent neutrino-oscillation experiments with the above approximations.
3.1.1 CHOOZ experiments
The CHOOZ experiment [1] measured the survival probability of νe, and found
sin2 2θCHOOZ < 0.18 , for δm
2
CHOOZ > 1× 10−3eV2. (3.7)
By assuming m22 −m21 ≪ 1× 10−3 eV2 to accommodate the solar-neutrino oscillation (see
below), we can use eq.(3.2) to obtain the following constraint:
|Ue3|2
(
1− |Ue3|2
)
< 0.045 , (3.8a)
for m23 −m21 ≃ m23 −m22 > 1× 10−3eV2 . (3.8b)
3.1.2 Solar-neutrino deficit
Deficits of solar neutrinos observed at several telestial experiments [4, 5] have been suc-
cessfully interpreted in terms of the νe → νX (νX 6= νe , νe) oscillation in the following three
scenarios [2].
MSW small-mixing solution:
3× 10−3 < sin2 2θSUN < 1.1× 10−2 , (3.9a)
and 4× 10−6 < δm2SUN(eV2) < 1.2× 10−5 , (3.9b)
MSW large-mixing solution:
0.42 < sin2 2θSUN < 0.74 , (3.10a)
and 8× 10−6 < δm2SUN(eV2) < 3.0× 10−5 , (3.10b)
Vacuum oscillation solution:
0.7 < sin2 2θSUN < 1.0 , (3.11a)
and 6× 10−11 < δm2SUN(eV2) < 1.1× 10−10 . (3.11b)
Under the mass-hierarchy assumption of m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3, the solar-neutrino deficits
should be explained by the oscillation of the lighter two neutrinos in both the MSW [30] and
the vacuum-oscillation [31] scenarios. The νe survival probability in the vacuum can then
be expressed by eq.(3.5). Because the mass-squared difference m23 −m21 suggested by the
atmospheric neutrino observation is much larger than the differences eq.(3.9a)∼eq.(3.11a),
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there appears an energy-independent deficit factor −2|Ue3|2 (1− |Ue3|2). This factor should
be smaller than 9% by the CHOOZ experiment if m23 −m21 > 1× 10−3 eV2; see eq.(3.8b).
It is also constrained by the observation of lower energy solar neutrino [5]. Since we need
only rough estimate of the allowed ranges of the MNS matrix elements3, we ignore the
small energy-independent deficit factor and interpret the results of the two-flavor analysis
eq.(3.9a) ∼ eq.(3.11a) by using the following identifications:
sin2 2θSUN = 4 |Ue1|2 |Ue2|2
= 4
(
1− |Ue2|2 − |Ue3|2
)
|Ue2|2 , (3.12a)
δm2SUN = m
2
2 −m21 . (3.12b)
3.1.3 Atmospheric-neutrino anomaly
The recent analysis of the atmospheric neutrino data from the Super-Kamiokande experi-
ment finds [6].
0.7 < sin2 2θATM < 1 , (3.13a)
and 3× 10−4 < δm2ATM(eV2) < 7× 10−3 , (3.13b)
for νµ → νX (νX 6= νµ, νe) oscillation. The νµ → νe oscillation scenario is not only disfa-
vored by the CHOOZ experiment eq.(3.7), but also disfavored by the Super-Kamiokande
datum by itself. In our three-flavor analysis, the data should be interpreted with the
νµ → ντ oscillation under the constraint eq.(3.3). By using eq.(3.2), we have the following
identifications:
sin2 2θATM = 4|Uµ3|2
(
1− |Uµ3|2
)
, (3.14a)
δm2ATM = m
2
3 −m22 . (3.14b)
3.1.4 Neutrino masses
The neutrino oscillation experiments measure only the mass-squared differences of the three
neutrinos. Under the assumption of the neutrino-mass hierarchies,
m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3 , (3.15)
the absolute values of the neutrino masses can be constrained determined as follows:
m23 ≃ m23 −m22 = δm2ATM , (3.16a)
m22 ≃ m22 −m21 = δm2SUN . (3.16b)
The heaviest neutrino mass is then determined by eq.(3.13b)
m3 = (0.02 ∼ 0.08) eV , (3.17)
3 Quantitative study of three-flavor oscillation effects will be reported elsewhere.
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and there are three possibilities for m2:
m2 = (0.002 ∼ 0.003) eV
(MSW small-mixing solution) , (3.18a)
m2 = (0.003 ∼ 0.005) eV
(MSW large-mixing solution) , (3.18b)
m2 = (8 ∼ 10)× 10−6 eV
(Vacuum mixing solution) . (3.18c)
m1 cannot be determined. Since its magnitude plays little role in the following analysis,
we simply assume the hierarchy eq.(3.15):
m21 <
m22
10
. (3.19)
3.2 Quark and lepton masses and the CKM matrix
In our analysis, we adopt the following quark and lepton masses at the Z-boson mass scale
[25, 32] to constrain the Yukawa matrices elements:
mt(mZ) = 175± 6 GeV ,
mc(mZ) = 0.59± 0.07 GeV ,
mu(mZ) = 0.0022± 0.0007 GeV , (3.20)
mb(mZ) = 3.02± 0.19 GeV ,
ms(mZ) = 0.077± 0.011 GeV ,
md(mZ) = 0.0038± 0.0007 GeV , (3.21)
mτ (mZ) = 1746.5± 0.3 MeV ,
mµ(mZ) = 102.7 MeV ,
me(mZ) = 0.487 MeV . (3.22)
The CKM matrix elements are determined by the magnitudes of the three off-diagonal
elements [25]
|Vus| = 0.219 ∼ 0.224 , (3.23a)
|Vcb| = 0.036 ∼ 0.046 , (3.23b)
|Vub|
|Vcb| = 0.06 ∼ 0.10 , (3.23c)
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and one phase, which in our parameterization is related to the Jarlskog parameter as
sin δCKM =
(1− |Vub|2)
VudVusVcbVtb|Vub|JCKM , (3.24)
where δCKM is the CP violation angle. We adopt the same phase combination for the MNS
(Uαi) and the CKM matrices, and Vud, Vus, Vcb, Vtb are all real and positive. The remaining
CKM matrix elements are determined by the unitarity conditions analogously to eq.(2.13)
[27].
Constraints on the neutrino masses and the MNS matrix elements depend on the three
scenarios that explain the solar-neutrino experiments. In Table 1 we summarize the typical
allowed ranges of these parameters under the assumption of m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3 for the three
scenarios. We denote “MSW-S” for the MSW small-mixing scenario, “MSW-L” for the
MSW large-mixing scenario, and “V-O” fot the vacuum-oscillation scenario.
m2 (eV) m3 (eV) |Ue2| |Ue3| |Uµ3|
MSW-S 0.002 ∼ 0.003 0.02 ∼ 0.08 0.027 ∼ 0.053 < 0.22 0.48 ∼ 0.88
MSW-L 0.003 ∼ 0.005 0.02 ∼ 0.08 0.35 ∼ 0.50 < 0.22 0.48 ∼ 0.88
V-O (8 ∼ 10)× 10−6 0.02 ∼ 0.08 0.48 ∼ 0.71 < 0.22 0.48 ∼ 0.88
Table 1: Allowed ranges of the neutrino masses and the MNS matrix elements in the three
scenarios under the assumption m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3.
4 Renormalization Group Equations
The RGE of the coefficient κ of dimension-five operator in the effective Lagrangian eq.(2.3),
which is formed by the see-saw mechanism [23], has been studied in Refs. [33]. Below the
right-handed neutrino mass scale MR, the matrix κ satisfies the following RGE in the
MSSM [33]:
8pi2
d
dt
κ =
{
tr
(
3yuyu†
)
− 4pi
(
3α2 +
3
5
α1
)}
κ+
1
2
{(
yeye†
)
κ + κ
(
yeye†
)T}
, (4.1)
where t = lnµ, yu is the up-quark Yukawa matrix and ye is the charged-lepton Yukawa
matrix. The RGE’s of these matrices and the gauge couplings are summarized in Appendix
B. When the contributions from the first-generation fermions can be neglected, the RGE
of the lepton-flavor mixing angle θ23 (|Uµ3| ∼ sin θ23) takes a very simple form [33]:
8pi2
d
dt
sin2 2θ23 = − sin2 2θ23
(
1− sin2 2θ23
) (
|yτ |2 − |yµ|2
) κ33 + κ22
κ33 − κ22 , (4.2)
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where yµ and yτ are the second and third generation charged-lepton Yukawa couplings,
respectively. It should be noted in eq.(4.2) that if κ33 > κ22 holds, then sin
2 2θ23 = 1 is the
infra-red fixed point of the equation [33], and hence it is possible to obtain sin2 2θ23 ∼ 1
at the mZ scale as long as its magnitude is large at the right-handed neutrino decoupling
scale, MR.
5 GUT scale Yukawa matrix texture
The Yukawa terms at the SU(5) GUT scale are
LGUTyukawa = y10ij εabcde(φu)a(χi)bc · (χj)de + y5
∗
ij (φ
d)a(χi)ab · (ψj)b
+y1ij(φ
u)a(ψi)
a · (νcRj) +MRij(νcRi) · (νcRj) + h.c. , (5.1)
where χ, ψ and νcR are all left-handed fermions which transform as 10, 5
∗ and 1 represen-
tation of the SU(5) group, respectively. Indices i, j (= 1 ∼ 3) stand for generations and
a, b, . . . (= 1 ∼ 5) give the SU(5) indices. φu and φd are now 5 and 5∗ representation Higgs
particles, respectively. The Yukawa matrices of the SM are related to those at the GUT
scale as,
yuij = y
u
ji = y
10
ij , (5.2a)
ydij = y
e
ji = y
5∗
ij , (5.2b)
yνij = y
1
ij . (5.2c)
We note here that the Yukawa matrix yu is symmetric and that the Yukawa matrix ye is
the transpose on the Yukawa matrix yd in the flavor space:
yu = (yu)T , ye = (yd)T , (5.3)
at the GUT scale in the SU(5) theory [34]. These are direct consequences of the SU(5)
representations of quarks and leptons:
10 : χab = u
c +Q+ ec ,
5∗ : ψa = dc + L ,
1 : νcR , (5.4)
where uc and dc are the charge-conjugation of the right-handed up and down quarks,
respectively. Q is the SU(2)L doublet left-handed quarks.
Both up- and down-type Yukawa matrices can be transformed into the nearest-neighbor-
interaction (NNI) form by a weak-basis transformation without loosing generality [35].
Recently, many authors studied the texture of the Yukawa matrices at the mZ scale in the
NNI basis [36]-[38]. E. Takasugi has further shown [39] that one of the up- or down-quark
mass matrices can be transformed into either the Fritzsch form [20] or the BS form [21],
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while keeping the other matrix in the NNI form. For instance, under the SU(5) constraint,
eq.(5.2a), we can take the Fritzsch texture for the up-quark Yukawa matrix,
QLy
uuR = QL


0 au 0
au 0 bu
0 bu cu

 uR , (5.5)
where au and bu are real numbers and cu is a complex number without loosing generality.
The down-quark Yukawa matrix (yd) can still be parameterized by the NNI form,
QLy
ddR = QL


0 x12 0
x21 0 x23
0 x32 x33

 dR , (5.6)
in general. Here the nonzero five xij components are complex numbers. Three phases
in eq.(5.6) can be removed by using the rephasing freedom of dR, and cu can be made
real by rephasing uR once the GUT is broken. The parameterization is still most general,
containing 10 real parameters for six quark masses and four independent elements of the
CKM matrix.
If we adopt the parameterization of eq.(5.5) at the weak scale, three parameters are
given analytically in terms of the up-quark-mass eigenvalues4:
mu =
vu√
2
a2ucu
b2u
, mc =
vu√
2
b2u
cu
, mt =
vu√
2
cu . (5.7)
Here vu/
√
2 = v/
√
2 · sin β(> 0) is the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the φ0u field,
where
tan β =
〈φ0u〉
〈φ0d〉
=
vu
vd
, (5.8)
and v2u + v
2
d = v
2 ≃ (246 GeV)2. The observed up-quark masses at the mZ scale implies
the hierarchy
au : bu : cu =
√
mumc
mt
:
√
mc
mt
: 1 . (5.9)
4 When au, bu, and cu are non-negative real numbers, the determinant of y
u is negative. On the other
hand, all up-quark-mass eigenvalues are real and positive. These two statements are consistent, because
we can choose the unitary matrix for the right-handed fields as det(yu) det (UuR) v
3
u
= mumcmt, with
det (UuR) = −1.
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On the other hand, the well-known empirical relations at the mZ scale,
|Vus| ∼
√
md
ms
, |Vcb| ∼ ms
mb
,
∣∣∣∣VubVcb
∣∣∣∣ ∼
√
mu
mc
, (5.10)
implies in the NNI basis of eq.(5.6) that the yd elements should satisfy [40]
|x12| ∼ |x21| and |x32| ∼ |x33| . (5.11)
Hence at the weak scale, the matrix yd should approximately have the Branco−Silva-
Marcos (BS) form [21],
QLy
ddR = QL


0 ade
iφ1 0
ade
−iφ1 0 bde
iφ2
0 cd cd

 dR , (5.12)
where ad, bd and cd are real positive numbers and φ1,2 are phases. We have made use of the
rephasing freedom to obtain the above phase assignment. These textures of yu and yd are
one of the simplest set of the quark Yukawa matrices at the mZ scale, which is consistent
with all the experimental data. The down-quark mass eigenvalues are then related to the
parameters ad, bd and cd of eq.(5.12) as
md =
vd√
2
a2d
bd
, ms = vd
bd
2
, mb = vdcd , (5.13)
where vd/
√
2 = v/
√
2 · cos β(> 0) is the vev of the φ0d field.
Because the renormalization effect is not overwhelming between the GUT scale and
weak scale in the MSSM [22], we adopt the parameterization eq.(5.5) for yu and eq.(5.12)
for yd at the GUT scale. The elements eq.(5.7) and eq.(5.13) are then valid for effective
“masses” at the GUT scale. The charged-lepton Yukawa matrix ye is the transpose of the
down-quark one yd at the GUT scale. The asymmetry of the BS texture then leads to the
sharp difference between the down-quark and the charged-lepton sectors in the squared
Yukawa matrices that are diagonalized by the relevant Unitary matrices:
ydyd
†
=


|ad|2 0 adcdeiφ1
0 |ad|2 + |bd|2 bdcdeiφ2
adcde
−iφ1 bdcde
−iφ2 2c2d

 ≃ m
2
b
v2d


|αd|2 0 αd
0 |βd|2 βd
α∗d β
∗
d 2

 , (5.14a)
yeye† =


|ad|2 0 adbde−i(φ1+φ2)
0 a2d + c
2
d c
2
d
adbde
i(φ1+φ2) c2d b
2
d + c
2
d

 ≃ m
2
τ
v2d


|αe|2 0 αeβe
0 1 + |αe|2 1
α∗eβ
∗
e 1 1 + |βe|2

 ,
(5.14b)
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where
|αd| = 2ms
mb
√
md√
2ms
, |βd| = 2ms
mb
, (5.15a)
|αe| =
2mµ
mτ
√
me√
2mµ
, |βe| =
2mµ
mτ
. (5.15b)
When we omit the first generation contribution by setting au = ad = 0, the mixing angle
between the second and the third generation in the charged-lepton mixing matrix Ue of
eq.(2.7) satisfies
tan 2θe23 ≃
2
|βe|2 − |αe|2 ≃
1
2
(
mτ
mµ
)2
≫ 1, (5.16)
where sin θe23 = (Ue)23. Therefor, if the neutrino-mixing matrix Uν of eq.(2.7) is not too
much different from the diagonal matrix, then desired boundary condition of sin2 2θ23 ≃ 1
at the GUT scale can be obtained. This is in sharp contrast with the corresponding mixing
angle
tan 2θd23 ≃ |βd| = 2
ms
mb
≪ 1 , (5.17)
in the down-quark sector. If the up-quark Yukawa matrix is approximately diagonal (as
in the Fritzsch form eq.(5.5) with au ≪ bu ≪ cu), the corresponding CKM matrix element
remains small. The two opposing results follows essentially from the same Yukawa matrix
in the SU(5) theory.
It has been well-known that the SU(5) constraint, eq.(5.2b), on the lepton and down-
quark Yukawa matrices leads to the unacceptable mass relations: md/me = ms/mµ =
mb/mτ . A possible solution to this problem has been proposed by Georgi and Jarlskog
[19] where a 45∗ Higgs boson gives masses to the first two generation down quarks and
charged-leptons5. By adopting their idea, we find that the lepton Yukawa matrix of the
form
LLy
eeR = LL


0 ade
−iφ1 0
ade
iφ1 0 cd
0 −3bdeiφ2 cd

 eR , (5.18)
reproduces the desired mass formulas
me =
vd√
2
a2d
3bd
, mµ = vd
3bd
2
, mτ = vdcd. (5.19)
The Yukawa matrices, eq.(5.12) for yd and eq.(5.18) for ye, can be obtained at the GUT
scale if the element yd23(y
e
32) is dominated by the coupling to the 45
∗ Higgs, while the
5 An alternative, but similar, solution in the supersymmetric SU(5) model is found e.g. in ref.[41].
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other elements come from the couplings to the 5∗ Higgs. The Yukawa matrices eq.(5.5),
eq.(5.12) and eq.(5.18) can e.g. be obtained from the SU(5) Lagrangian
LGUTyukawa = y10iujuεabcde(φu)a(χiu)bc · (χju)de + y5
∗
idjd
(φd)a(χid)ab · (ψjd)b
+y45
∗
23 (σ)
ab
c (χ2)ab · (ψ3)c + neutrino terms + h.c. , (5.20)
where, σ is the 45∗ Higgs particle. All Yukawa elements are set to zero except (iu, ju) =
(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 3), and (id, jd) = (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 2), (3, 3). It should be noted
here that although the NNI texture of eqs.(5.5), (5.12), and (5.18) are achieved by using
the weak-basis transformation of the χi and ψj fields at the GUT scale, the dominance of
the 45∗ coupling in the (id, jd) = (2, 3) coupling and the suppression of all the other 45
∗
couplings are assumptions underlying the Yukawa Lagrangian of eq.(5.20).
Let us clarify our assumptions for the Yukawa matrices at the GUT scale. It has been
known that the zeros of the F-BS textures are automatically obtained by making a proper
weak-basis transformation, because they are special cases of the generic NNI form [35]. In
the case of the SU(5) GUT, this statement needs clarification because the left and right
components of the up-quarks belong to the same representation and hence they cannot
be rotated independently. We find, however, that as long as we restrict ourselves to the
symmetric Yukawa matrix for the up-quark, the Yukawa matrix yu can be transformed
into the Fritzsch form while retaining the general NNI form for the down-quark Yukawa
matrix. The proof is obtained by using the weak-basis transformation of the χ(10) and
ψ(5∗) fields, similarly to that of Ref. [39]. Thus, the textures of our Yukawa matrices yu
and yd(ye) are still general. It is the restriction of the down-quark Yukawa matrix to the
BS form in eq.(5.12) and the Georgi-Jarlskog modification for the charged-lepton Yukawa
matrix in eq.(5.18) that consist our assumptions [22].
In addition, we have the Dirac-type Yukawa matrix for the neutrino (yν) and the Ma-
jorana type Yukawa matrix for the right-handed neutrino (MR) at the SU(5) GUT scale.
We can transform MR to the diagonal form in general, but yν cannot be transformed to
the NNI form at the same time. This is because in the SU(5) GUT, only three types of
the matter fields, that transform as 10, 5∗, and 1, are rotated independently in the flavor
space. The degrees of freedom associated with the weak-basis transformation in the flavor
space can be used to make yu and yd in the NNI form and MR diagonal, but there is no
freedom left to simplify the fourth matrix yν. Therefore, we need to assume the texture of
yν in order to make predictions on the MNS matrix elements.
In summary, the matrices yu and yd(ye), are transformed to the F-BS form andMR to
the diagonal form by using the weak-basis transformation degrees of freedom. However,
the three eigenvalues ofMR and the texture of yν are not known. In the following section,
we study consequences of a few simple textures of yν while taking MR to be MR × I,
where MR is the right-handed neutrino decoupling scale and I is the 3 × 3 unit matrix.
We note here that the light-neutrino mass matrix κ = yνMR−1yνT takes its most general
form withMR =MR×I, as long as the matrix yν is taken general. It is worth noting here
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that when the original Majorana matrix MR contains CP violating phases, the phases
appear in the matrix yν in this basis. By taking yν to be real in the following analysis, we
assume CP invariance in the νR mass matrix. This assumption affects our predictions for
the Majorana phases ϕ2 and ϕ3 of the MNS matrix elements at the weak scale.
6 The texture of yν and the MNS matrix
In this section, we analyze the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (MNS) lepton-flavor mixing matrix
by using the 1-loop RGE of the MSSM from the GUT scale (MGUT = 1.7× 1016 GeV) to
the mZ scale.
We report the results of our exploratory studies where we examine consequences of a
few simple textures of the matrix yν . We first examine the case of the simplest texture,
the diagonal yν , and study consequences of the two choices of the right-handed neutrino
decoupling scale, MR = MGUT and MR = 3 × 1014 GeV. In the latter part, we study
consequences of the Fritzsch-type texture.
6.1 Diagonal yν texture
We first study consequences of diagonal yν. The Yukawa matrices take the following forms
at the SU(5) GUT scale
yu =


0 au 0
au 0 bu
0 bu cu

 , yν =


aν 0 0
0 bν 0
0 0 cν

 ,
yd =


0 ade
iφ1 0
ade
−iφ1 0 bde
iφ2
0 cd cd

 , ye =


0 ade
−iφ1 0
ade
iφ1 0 cd
0 −3bdeiφ2 cd

 . (6.1)
Here we assume for brevity that all elements of yν, aν , bν , and cν are real.
We have 11 parameters in the Yukawa matrices. On the other hand, there are 22
observables: 12 fermion masses, 3 angles and 1 phase each for the CKM matrix and the
MNS matrix, and the 2 more Majorana phases of the MNS matrix. Thus, there are 11
predictions, whereas two Majorana phases ϕ2 and ϕ3 are unobservable in the neutrino
oscillation experiments6. The generation hierarchy among the yν elements,
aν ≪ bν ≪ cν , (6.2)
follows from our assumption of m1 ≪ m2 ≪ m3, while the following relations
au ≪ bu ≪ cu , ad ≪ bd ≪ cd , (6.3)
6They are observable in the lepton-number violating processes e.g. in the neutrino-less double beta
decays.
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are needed to reproduce the known quark and lepton masses.
We set tan β = 3 in our numerical evaluation of the 1-loop RGE’s. The gauge couplings
are set at α1(mZ) = 0.017 and α2(mZ) = 0.034. If tan β is significantly smaller than 2,
the Yukawa coupling of the top quark blows up below the GUT scale. The fits with the
experimental values of the CKM matrix elements become worse as tan β increases [22].
The parameters au, bu, cu and ad, bd, cd are fixed, respectively, by the central values
of the up-type-quark and the charged-lepton masses, as shown in eq.(3.20) and eq.(3.22).
aν , bν and cν are fixed by the neutrino masses which are chosen in the allowed range of
Table 1. Phases in the yd (ye) are constrained by the CKM matrix elements |Vus| and |Vcb|.
The three down-type quark masses, the CKM matrix element |Vub|, JCKM, and all the six
independent parameters of the MNS matrix can be predicted.
By numerical analysis of the RGE, we obtain the down-type quark masses
mb(mZ) = 3.3 GeV ,
ms(mZ) = 0.081 GeV ,
md(mZ) = 0.0032 GeV . (6.4)
These values are roughly consistent with the experimental values of eq.(3.21), reconfirming
the validity of the Georgi-Jarlskog scenario [19]. The CKM matrix elements are
Vus = 0.22 , Vcb = 0.046 ,
|Vub|
Vcb
= 0.10 ,
JCKM = 3.6× 10−5 (δCKM = 78.1◦) , (6.5)
when we take the parameters in Table 2. They are also consistent with the experimental
au bu cu ad bd cd φ1 φ2
1.1× 10−4 4.0× 10−2 0.93 1.0× 10−4 5.9× 10−4 1.5× 10−2 60◦ 253◦
Table 2: The input parameters at the GUT scale.
constraint of eq.(3.23). The results on the quark masses and the CKM matrix elements
are almost common in all the analyses below.
6.1.1 MR =MGUT
We first study the simplest case of MR = MGUT , where the light neutrino Yukawa matrix
κ takes the following form
κ = yνMR−1yνT = 1
MGUT


a2ν 0 0
0 b2ν 0
0 0 c2ν

 , (6.6)
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at the GUT scale. When the neutrino mass m2 is fitted to the MSW small mixing solu-
tion of eq.(3.18a), (m1, m2, m3) = (0.0003, 0.003, 0.03)eV for definiteness, the MNS matrix
elements become
Ue2 = 0.058 , |Ue3| = 0.058 , Uµ3 = 0.70 . (6.7)
These values are consistent with the corresponding experimental constraints that are sum-
marized in Table 1. The values of aν , bν and cν at the GUT scale are
aν = 0.54 , bν = 1.7 , cν = 5.4 . (6.8)
The results are summarized in Table 3 in the first row (MSW-S).
aν bν cν m1(eV) m2(eV) m3(eV) Ue2 |Ue3| Uµ3
MSW-S 0.54 1.7 5.4 0.0003 0.003 0.03 0.058 0.058 0.70
MSW-L 0.70 2.2 4.4 0.0005 0.005 0.02 0.058 0.058 0.70
V-O 0.031 0.10 4.4 1× 10−6 1× 10−5 0.02 0.058 0.058 0.70
Table 3: The input parameters (aν , bν , cν) and the predictions when we take y
ν diagonal
and MR =MGUT .
The results for the MSW large-mixing solution (MSW-L) and the vacuum-oscillation
solution (V-O) are also shown in Table 3. Because we use the diagonal yν texture, the
MNS matrix elements are essentially determined by the matrix yeye†. The large Uµ3 and
small Ue2 and |Ue3| then follow almost independently of the input neutrino mass values.
Summing up, with the diagonal yν texture, we can reproduce the MSW-S solution but not
the other two solutions.
The CP violating parameters are listed in the Table 4. The magnitude of the CP
JMNS ϕ2 ϕ3
MSW-S −3.4× 10−11 133.0◦ −7.8× 10−9
MSW-L −8.5× 10−11 133.0◦ −2.0× 10−8
V-O −1.2× 10−13 133.0◦ −3.9× 10−11
Table 4: The predicted values of the CP violating parameters of the MNS matrix, JMNS,
ϕ2 and ϕ3 when we take y
ν diagonal and MR =MGUT .
violation parameter JMNS remains small when MR = MGUT. The remaining two angles,
ϕ2 and ϕ3 in the MNS matrix can also be predicted
7. Because we neglect the Majorana
phases of the νR mass matrixMR, by taking yν to be real, they are determined essentially
7 See Appendix C for more details.
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by the unitary matrix Ue that diagonalize y
eye†; see eqs (C.7) and (C.8) in Appendix C.
The magnitudes of ϕ2 for all solutions are large and the magnitudes of ϕ3 for all solutions
are small, reflecting the phases structure of eq.(5.14b) at the GUT scale.
6.1.2 MR = 3× 1014 GeV
When MR is lower than the MGUT , the RGE’s including the Yukawa matrix y
ν, eq.(B.1)
of Appendix B, apply in the region MR < µ < MGUT , while the terms proportional to y
ν
decouple below µ = MR, and the RGE of κ, eq.(4.1), takes over. The magnitudes of the
MNS matrix elements are only slightly different from the MR =MGUT case:
Ue2 = 0.057 , |Ue3| = 0.058 , Uµ3 = 0.71 , (6.9)
when m2 is fitted to the MSW small mixing solution. No improvements are found for the
other two scenarios; the elements |Ue2| and |Ue3| remain too small for the large mixing
solutions. The magnitudes of the input parameters at the GUT scale change significantly:
aν = 0.071 , bν = 0.23 , cν = 0.74 . (6.10)
cν and cu (see Table 2) are now comparable in magnitude. The results are summarized in
Table 5.
aν bν cν m1(eV) m2(eV) m3(eV) Ue2 |Ue3| Uµ3
MSW-S 0.071 0.23 0.74 0.0003 0.003 0.03 0.057 0.058 0.71
MSW-L 0.093 0.30 0.60 0.0005 0.005 0.02 0.057 0.058 0.71
V-O 0.0043 0.013 0.60 1× 10−6 1× 10−5 0.02 0.057 0.058 0.71
Table 5: The input parameters (aν , bν , cν) and the predictions when we take y
ν diagonal
and MR = 3× 1014 GeV.
The predictions for the CP violating parameters are listed in Table 6. The magnitude
JMNS ϕ2 ϕ3
MSW-S −8.6× 10−8 133.0◦ −1.5◦ × 10−3
MSW-L −6.0× 10−8 133.0◦ −3.1◦ × 10−3
V-O −1.1× 10−6 133.2◦ −9.9◦ × 10−5
Table 6: Predictions for the CP violating parameters of the MNS matrix, JMNS, ϕ2, ϕ3,
for diagonal yν and MR = 3× 1014 GeV.
of the parameter JMNS is now found to be much bigger than the MR = MGUT case shown
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in Table 6. This is because the matrix yν acquires phases by the RGE effects atMR < µ <
MGUT . The magnitude of the one of the Majorana phases ϕ3 is also found to be bigger
than theMR =MGUT case, reflecting the renormalization effect on y
e atMR < µ < MGUT .
On the other hand, the magnitude of ϕ2 is not sensitive to the MR, because the phase, ϕ2,
is essentially determined by arg(Ue2).
6.2 Fritzsch-type yν texture
In this subsection, we study consequence of the Fritzsch form yν. The Yukawa matrix of
yν takes the following form at the SU(5) GUT scale,
yν =


0 aν 0
aν 0 bν
0 bν cν

 , (6.11)
where all elements of yν, aν , bν , and cν are real for brevity. We set the right-handed
neutrino decoupling scale, MR, to be 3× 1014 GeV.
Here also we have 11 parameters in the Yukawa matrices and hence 11 predictions. The
8 parameters of the Yukawa matrices yu and yd are fixed by the three up-quark masses,
the three charged-lepton masses, and the two CKM matrix elements, Vus and Vcb, as in the
previous case. The magnitudes of the input values, au, bu, cu, ad, bd, cd, φ1 and φ2 hence
take the same values as those listed in Table 2. The predictions for the three down-type
quark masses and the remaining CKM matrix elements are also the same.
On the other hand, the magnitudes of the input parameters, aν , bν , and cν at the GUT
scale should be bigger than those of the diagonal yν case in order to obtain the same
neutrino masses. For instance, cν is now bigger than cu see Table 7 and Table 2. By
aν bν cν m1(eV) m2(eV) m3(eV) Ue2 |Ue3| Uµ3
MSW-S 0.01 0.49 1.1 1.3× 10−8 0.002 0.08 0.054 0.033 0.42
MSW-L 0.13 0.44 1.1 3.0× 10−4 0.003 0.08 0.45 0.029 0.45
V-O 0.0065 0.10 1.28 8× 10−7 8× 10−6 0.08 0.45 0.054 0.66
Table 7: The input input parameters (aν , bν , cν) and the predictions when we take the
Fritzsch-type yν (at the GUT scale) and MR = 3× 1014GeV.
comparing Table 7 and Table 5, we find that by choosing the Fritzsch form the “hierarchy”
between bν and cν is very weak, bν/cν ≃ 0.4, for the MSW solutions. This has significant
consequences in the predictions for the MNS matrix elements:
Ue2 = 0.054 , |Ue3| = 0.033 , Uµ3 = 0.42 , (MSW-S) , (6.12a)
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Ue2 = 0.45 , |Ue3| = 0.029 , Uµ3 = 0.45 , (MSW-L) , (6.12b)
Ue2 = 0.45 , |Ue3| = 0.054 , Uµ3 = 0.66 , (V-O) . (6.12c)
We can now reproduce vacuum-oscillation solution with the Fritzsch form yν. However,
the predictions for the Uµ3 element are slightly smaller than the experimental constraint
of Table 1 for the MSW solutions. In the diagonal yν case, the MNS matrix elements are
essentially determined by the matrix yeye†, and large Uµ3 results as a consequence of large
tan 2θe23 in eq.(5.16). The prediction holds with the Fritzsch form for the V-O solution
because the hierarchy bν ≪ cν in the third row of Table 7 implies essentially diagonal
yνyνT . The predicted values of the Uµ3 element reduces significantly for the MSW solutions
because the absence of the hierarchy, bν/cν ≃ 0.4, implies significantly non-diagonal yνyνT .
By choosing large m3 and small m2 within the allowed ranges of Table 1, Uµ3 can increase
up to 0.42 for MSW-S and 0.45 for MSW-L solutions, slightly below the range allowed by
Super-Kamiokande in Table 1.
The matrix element |Ue3| remains small in all three solutions. The element Ue2 can also
be made barely consistent with the allowed ranges of Table 1 for all the solutions. Because
the Ue2 element from the diagonalization of y
eye† is rather small (Ue2 = 0.057 in Table 5
when yν is diagonal) large Ue2 results from the diagonalization of y
νyνT . We find that Ue2
is proportional to
√
m1/m2, and Ue2 = 0.45 in Table 7 results when m1/m2 = 1/10. In
order to accommodate small Ue2 in the MSW-S solution, m1/m2 should be chosen small.
The minimal of Ue2 is found to be Ue2 = 0.054 at m1/m2 = 7× 10−6.
The magnitude of the parameter JMNS in Table 8 is now found to be much bigger than
that of the diagonal yν case in Table 6 for all three cases. Predicted magnitudes of JMNS
JMNS ϕ2 ϕ3
MSW-S −4.3× 10−4 89.7◦ 0.014◦
MSW-L −4.2× 10−3 5.8◦ 0.26◦
V-O −8.4× 10−3 5.0◦ −0.057◦
Table 8: Predictions for the CP violating parameters of the MNS matrix, JMNS, ϕ2, ϕ3,
for the Fritzsch-type yν (at the GUT scale) and MR = 3× 1014GeV.
are now bigger than that of JCKM in eq.(6.5). This is because the only non-real element of
yeye† in eq.(5.14b) is in the (1,3) element and has small magnitude. Large |JMNS| results
only with significantly non-diagonal yν. We also note that the magnitude of the Majorana
phase ϕ3 is now larger than that of the diagonal y
ν case and the sign of ϕ3 is changed in the
MSW solutions. Their magnitudes remain smaller than 1◦, however. We find significantly
different predictions for ϕ2 as compared to the diagonal y
ν case; ϕ2 ≃ 133◦ in Table 6.
Significant fraction of the contribution from yeye† is canceled by the non-diagonality of yν .
The magnitude of ϕ2 in the “MSW-S” case is large (ϕ2 ≃ 90◦ in Table 8) because of our
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choice of very small aν to accommodate small Ue2. If we take aν = 0.11 for m1 = m2/10,
the predictions are
Ue2 = 0.45 , |Ue3| = 0.027 , Uµ3 = 0.48 , (6.13)
and
JMNS = −4.8× 10−3 , ϕ2 = 5.7◦ , ϕ3 = 0.18◦ . (6.14)
Therefore large Ue2 and Uµ3, large |JMNS| and small ϕ2, ϕ3 are natural consequences of the
Fritzsch type yν in our model. In order to accommodate small Ue2 for the MSW small-
mixing solution, we should assume m1/m2 ≃ 7×10−6. Note, however, that our predictions
for the Majorana phases ϕ2 and ϕ3 assume CP -invariance in the right-handed neutrino
mass matrix MR.
Finally, we report our finding for yν = yu, i.e., when we impose the following conditions
au = aν , bu = bν , cu = cν , (6.15)
at the GUT scale. In this case, we have three more predictions. In particular, the neutrino
masses can be predicted for a given value of the right-handed-neutrino decoupling scale
MR. By choosing MR = 1.7× 1014GeV, we find
m1 = 4.8× 10−12 eV ,
m2 = 3.4× 10−7 eV ,
m3 = 0.08 eV . (6.16)
The mass squared differences are
O(m23 −m22) ≃ 6× 10−3eV2 ,
O(m22 −m21) ≃ 1× 10−13eV2 . (6.17)
The difference m22−m21 is too small even for the V-O solution of the solar-neutrino exper-
iments.
7 Summary
In this article, we explain the imbalance of the flavor-mixing-angles between the quark
and the lepton sectors suggested by the recent neutrino-oscillation experiments [1]-[9] in
the supersymmetric SU(5) GUT with the see-saw mechanism. Especially, we look for the
reason why the matrix element |Uµ3| is much larger than the corresponding |Vcb| of the
CKM matrix.
We use two tools for analyzing the cause of the imbalance between the CKM matrix
and the corresponding MNS matrix for lepton-flavor mixing [10, 11]. One is the RGE of
the MSSM between the GUT scale and the weak scale. The RGE of the neutrino-mass
matrix [33] generated by the see-saw mechanism implies that a large mixing between the
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second and third generation leptons is obtained at the mZ scale as long as the mixing is
large at the GUT scale. The other is the SU(5) constraints on the Yukawa matrices at the
GUT scale. In particular, yu = yuT and yd = yeT follow if the Higgs doublets of the MSSM
belong to 5 and 5∗ representations of SU(5) [34]. By choosing an appropriate weak basis
at the GUT scale, we can take yu to have the symmetric Fritzsch form [20] while yd should
take the generic NNI form [39]. The observed quark masses and the CKM matrix elements
then forces yd to take the asymmetric BS form [21] where the largest elements appear in
the bottom row of the second and the third column [40]. The SU(5) relation then forces ye
to have the largest elements in the third column at the second and the third row. We show
that this asymmetry between yd and ye leads to the asymmetry in the unitary matrices
that diagonalize the down-quark and the charged-lepton mass matrices. In particular,
|Vcb| ≪ 1 and |Uµ3| ∼ 0.7 can be obtained at the same time if the neutrino mass matrix is
approximately diagonal. We present a few examples by adopting simple textures for the
neutrino Yukawa matrix yν, in the basis where the heavy right-handed-neutrino Majorana
mass matrix MR is diagonal.
The favorable MNS matrix elements are thus obtained together with the acceptable
mτ/mb ratio from the simplest SU(5) Yukawa sector. As has been well-known, however,
this model gives unacceptable predictions for the other ratios, mµ/ms and me/md. In
our actual numerical calculation, we modify the SU(5) Yukawa sector by introducing a
45∗ Higgs boson coupling between the second generation decuplet (10) and the third
generation quintet (5∗), in order to accommodate the Georgi-Jarlskog mass relations [19]
mµ/ms = md/me = 3 at the GUT scale. Acceptable quark and lepton masses then follow
for not too large tan β [22]. The mixing between the second and third generation leptons,
|Uµ3|, is insensitive to this modification, while the others, |Ue2| and |Ue3|, are affected
significantly.
We analyze the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (MNS) [10] lepton-flavor mixing matrix and
neutrino masses numerically by using the 1-loop RGE of the MSSM. First, we study the
case where the texture of yν is diagonal, and examine the sensitivity of the results to the
right-handed-neutrino decoupling scaleMR, by settingMR =MGUT orMR = 3×1014GeV.
We can reproduce the MSW small-mixing solution but not the other solutions of the
solar-neutrino deficit with the diagonal yν , almost independent of MR. The magnitudes
of the CP violating parameters of the MNS matrix, JMNS and ϕ3 are very small, while
large ϕ2 can arise even when the heavy Majorana mass matrix MR does not have a CP
violating phase. We also study the case where yν has the texture of Fritzsch form, by
setting MR = 3× 1014GeV. We find the tendency to have both |Uµ3| and |Ue2| large when
m1/m2 ≃ 1/10. MSW large-angle solution and the vacuum-oscillation solution can hence
be reproduced. In order to accommodate the MSW small-angle solution, we need to fine-
tune the mass ratio to bem1/m2 ≃ 7×10−6. The magnitude of the CP violating parameter
JMNS can now be bigger than that of JCKM , while the Majorana phases ϕ2 and ϕ3 are small
for the large angle solutions. As a special case, we examine the consequence of yu = yν at
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the GUT scale and find that the ratios of the three neutrino masses are inconsistent with
the observation.
We can naturally explain the imbalance of the mixing angles between the lepton and
quark sectors within the SU(5) GUT. We hope that our finding may shed light on the
Yukawa sector of the supersymmetric GUT theories.
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A Vacuum oscillation probabilities and the MNS ma-
trix.
The transition probability Pνα→νβ , (α 6= β) is
Pνα→νβ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
3∑
j=1
(VMNS)βj exp
(−im2j
2E
L
) (
V †MNS
)
jα
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∣∣∣Uβ1U∗α1 + Uβ2 exp
(−iδm212
2E
L
)
U∗α2 + Uβ3 exp
(−iδm213
2E
L
)
U∗α3
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (A.1)
where δm2ij = m
2
j −m2i , and we used the identity
(VMNS)βj
(
V †MNS
)
jα
= UβjU
∗
αj (A.2)
which follows directly from our parameterization eq.(2.12) of the MNS matrix. It reduces
to simple forms when the conditions
δm212 ≪ m213 (A.3)
holds. there are two cases.
When the conditions
δm212
2E
L≪ 1 ∼ δm
2
13
2E
L (A.4)
are satisfied, eq.(A.1) can be simplified significantly:
Pνα→νβ =
∣∣∣∣∣−Uβ3U∗α3 + Uβ3 exp
(−iδm213
2E
L
)
U∗α3
∣∣∣∣∣
2
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= 4 |Uα3|2
∣∣∣Uβ3∣∣∣2 sin2
(
δm213
4E
L
)
. (A.5)
On the other hand when
δm212
2E
L ∼ 1≪ δm
2
13
2E
L (A.6)
holds, the probability eq.(A.1) takes the following form:
Pνα→νβ = 2|Uα3|2|Uβ3|2 −
[
4Re(Uα1U
∗
β1Uβ2U
∗
α2) sin
2
(
δm212
4E
L
)
+ 2JMNS sin
2
(
δm212
2E
L
)]
,
(A.7)
where JMNS = Im(Uα1U
∗
β1Uβ2U
∗
α2).
The survival probability is,
Pνα→να =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
3∑
j=1
(VMNS)αj exp
(−im2j
2E
L
)(
V †MNS
)
jα
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∣∣∣∣∣Uα1U∗α1 + Uα2 exp
(−iδm212
2E
L
)
U∗α2 + Uα3 exp
(−iδm213
2E
L
)
U∗α3
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (A.8)
Under the condition (A.4), we find
Pνα→να =
∣∣∣∣∣1− Uα3U∗α3 + Uα3 exp
(−iδm213
2E
L
)
U∗α3
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= 1− 4 |Uα3|2
(
1− |Uα3|2
)
sin2
(
δm213
4E
L
)
. (A.9)
When the condition (A.6) applies, we find
Pνα→να = 1− 2|Uα3|2
(
1− |Uα3|2
)
− 4|Uα1|2|Uα2|2 sin2
(
δm212
4E
L
)
. (A.10)
B Renormalization Group Equations of Yukawa ma-
trices and gauge couplings
In the MSSM, the RGE of the Yukawa matrices in the 1-loop level are [42]
d
dt
yu =
1
(4pi)2
[
tr
(
3yuyu† + yνyν†
)
+ 3yuyu† + ydyd
† − 4pi
(
16
3
α3 + 3α2 +
13
15
α1
)]
yu,
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ddt
yd =
1
(4pi)2
[
tr
(
3ydyd
†
+ yeye†
)
+ 3ydyd
†
+ yuyu† − 4pi
(
16
3
α3 + 3α2 +
7
15
α1
)]
yd,
d
dt
ye =
1
(4pi)2
[
tr
(
3ydyd
†
+ yeye†
)
+ 3yeye† + yνyν† − 4pi
(
3α2 +
9
5
α1
)]
ye.
d
dt
yν =
1
(4pi)2
[
tr
(
3yuyu† + yνyν†
)
+ 3yνyν† + yeye† − 4pi
(
3α2 +
3
5
α1
)]
yν, (B.1)
where t is the logarithm of the renormalization scale µ:
t = lnµ. (B.2)
The gauge couplings satisfy the RGE’s
d
dt
αi
pi
= bi
(
αi
pi
)2
, (B.3)
where αi are
αi =
g2i
4pi
, (i = 1, 2, 3) , (B.4)
and
g21 =
5
3
g′2. (B.5)
g′, g2 and g3 are gauge coupling constant of the U(1)Y , SU(2)L and SU(3)C , respectively,
and the coefficient bi are
b1 = ng +
3
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nH ,
b2 = ng +
1
4
nH − 3,
b3 = ng −
9
2
. (B.6)
The factors nH and ng are, respectively, the number of Higgs doublets and that of fermion
generations. In this article, we set nH = 2 and ng = 3. Below the right-handed neu-
trino decoupling scale (µ = MR), the matrix y
ν decouples and the RGE of the effective
dimension-five operator, eq.(4.1), takes over.
C The phases in the MNS matrix
We define the eigenvalues of κ as
κi = |κi|eiςi , (|κ1| < |κ2| < |κ3|) (C.1)
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at the mZ scale. They are obtained by the unitary transformation
UνTκ∗Uν = diag.(κ∗1, κ∗2, κ∗3) . (C.2)
On the other hand, the unitary matrix Uν that gives real positive neutrino masses obtain
diag.(m1, m2, m3) = U
T
ν MνUν
= UTν κ
∗Uνv
2
u
= diag.(|κ1|, |κ2|, |κ3|)v2u . (C.3)
Hence the matrix Uν is obtained from Uν by
Uν = UνP, (C.4)
where P is a diagonal phase matrix. This phase matrix is obtained as
UTν κ
∗Uν = PUνTκ∗UνP
= Pdiag.(κ∗1, κ∗2, κ∗3)P
= diag.(|κ1|, |κ2|, |κ3|) , (C.5)
and hence
P =


ei
ς1
2 0 0
0 ei
ς2
2 0
0 0 ei
ς3
2

 . (C.6)
The MNS matrix is rewritten by using eq.(C.4)
VMNS = U
†
eUν
= U †eUνP
= UMNSP ′P , (C.7)
where an additional phase matrix
P ′ =


1 0 0
0 eiϕ
′
2 0
0 0 eiϕ
′
3

 , (C.8)
makes the Ue2 and Uµ3 elements real and non-negative in our phase convention for the
MNS matrix. The Majorana phases of the MNS matrix, ϕ2 and ϕ3, are now obtained as:
ϕ2 = ϕ
′
2 +
ς2 − ς1
2
,
ϕ3 = ϕ
′
3 +
ς3 − ς1
2
.
(C.9)
These phases are observable, and hence are independent of phase convention, in lepton-
number violating processes.
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